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XDK USB Guide 

PLATFORM FOR APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

The XDK USB Guide is an introduction to sending and receiving data to an XDK. This includes an overview 
of the different features and requirements of the USB implementation of the XDK SDK (Software 
Development Kit). It also introduces interrupts and how to handle them. 
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1. Introduction 
This guide will explain the basics of USB and the ways it can be implemented with the XDK. 

1.1 USB in general 
USB, short for Universal Serial Bus, is an industrial standard which was developed in the mid-1990s. It is an 
uniform, user-friendly interface for all peripheral devices which can be connected to a computer for both data 
transfer and power supply purposes. Additional features are hot swapping (connecting and removing an 
active device) and plug & play (automatic recognition of peripheral devices).  

USB was designed to meet three major requirements: 

• uniform interface for all peripheral devices 

• stable mechanical and easy plugin connection 

• small, space saving plugs 

Keyboards, mouses, printer, microphones, cameras, scanners and many other devices can be treated as 
peripheral USB devices. 

1.1.1 Host / Peripheral Architecture 

The connection between two USB connectable devices is physically realized as a point to point connection 
via one cable. Furthermore, one device acts as a host and the other device as peripheral. The host device 
reads the peripheral’s configuration and initializes it with its own specific configuration.  

The available configuration states are listed in the following table 1:  

Table 1: USB Configuration States 

Note: Every USB device is specified by its own configuration to act as a host, a peripheral, or both. In case 
of the XDK, it is configured to act as a peripheral device and does not allow the attachment of other 
peripheral USB devices. 

State Description

Attached Device is connected to the USB Interface

Powered Device is powered via the USB Interface

Default Device is reset and uses the initial address 0

Address Device uses an explicit address

Configured Device is configured and operational

Suspended Device conserves energy and is not operational
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A host can maintain more than one connection to peripherals at a time, for example  by using a USB hub. 
The USB hub constitutes the new host for all other connected peripheral devices. This architecture is shown 
in picture 1. 

Picture 1 : USB Host to Peripheral Architecture 

!  

1.1.2 Descriptors 

USB uses so-called descriptors to exchange interaction data between peripheral devices and host devices. 
These descriptors store all information and functions of the corresponding USB device. The descriptor 
storage is split up in multiple sub-descriptors. Each of them has its own defined purpose. The descriptor 
hierarchy in the following picture shows how the different descriptors refer to each other. 

Picture 2 : Descriptor Hierarchy 

!  

The device descriptor references to other descriptors with stored information. Additionally, the device 
descriptor consists of information of the implemented USB version, a producer ID, and a product ID. The 
next descriptor (or descriptors) is the configuration descriptor. This descriptor holds the information about the 
operating states of the USB device and the amount of endpoints which can be used with this USB device. 
The interface descriptor is the third stage of the descriptor hierarchy. These descriptors are designed to 
contain the functionality and usage of the USB device. It includes for example the information about the USB 
class and their class specific purpose. The endpoint descriptor is the fourth stage in descriptor hierarchy and 
contains information about the endpoints and the access permission of the USB device. The access 
permission contains additional information about the addresses of the endpoints and the transfer type of 
every of endpoint. 
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Possible transfer types are: 

• control for identification and configuration 

• bulk for printer, scanner or drives 

• interrupts for mouses and keyboards 

• isochron for audio and video streaming 

1.1.3 Device Classes 

USB devices can be used with different data rates to send stored data to the host and backwards. These 
data rates differ depending on the USB version in use (e.g. 12 Mbits/s for USB 1.0 or 5 Gbit/s for USB 3.0). 
Devices used with similar data rates can be combined in defined USB classes. Devices of the same class 
can use the same driver even if they differ in functionality. 

The following six classes are available for USB devices. 

• Audio 

• Communications 

• Human Interface Device (HID) 

• Physical Interface Device (PID) 

• Mass Storage 

• Printer 

The XDK is classified as a communication device. 
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2. API Overview 
In general, it is recommended to develop an application based on the highest API level the XDK framework 
supports. It is possible to access deeper API levels, if an application requires more specific functionalities. 

The XDK USB API is a part of the XDK platform section and accesses the EmLib, which abstracts parts of 
the EFM 32GG micro controller of the XDK and the freeRTOS library, which are both part of the library layer.  

Picture 3: API Hierarchy  

!  

URU is short for UsbResetUtility and points to the respective interface XdkUsbResetUtility.h, which will be 
described in the following section. 

2.1 XDK USB API Description 

This section introduces the interfaces available within the SDK of the XDK to implement and customize a 
USB connection between the XDK and a host system. 

The API is mainly built of two interfaces. To access the API, it is required to include the following header files 
at the top of the implementation file. Depending on which functionality is required, it is also possible to use 
only one interface. This depends on whether only sending or only receiving is required. 
 
Code 1: Including required USB interfaces 

!  

Table 1: USB API interfaces 

XDK USB API

EmLib freeRTOS

USB URU

XDK Application

/* Place this code to additional interface header files*/ 

#include "BCDS_USB.h" 
#include "XdkUsbResetUtility.h"

Interface Description

BCDS_USB.h General USB interface
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XdkUsbResetUtility.h USB interrupt interface (receiving)

Interface Description
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The interface BCDS_USB.h provides the initialization and complete transmission functionality to send data to 
an external host device. 

The following table contains all the major functions available in the interface. 

Table 2: USB API functions 

XdkUsbResetUtility.h contains the functionality to create a custom interrupt to receive incoming data via 
USB. 

Table 3: UsbResetUtility API functions 

3. API Usage 

3.1 Initializing the USB API 

Note: XdkApplicationTemplate will act as an example project for the USB initialization and all other code 
described in this guide. 

This section shows how to initialize the USB module. At first, the parameters of the struct USB_lineCoding_t 
have to be configured. Setting those manually is mandatory for a manual initialization. If no manual 
initialization is done, the default initialization of the SDK will be chosen. 

Table 4 introduces all parameters and gives a short explanation about their purposes. 

Function Description

USB_init() Initializes the USB module

USB_setupCommand() Handles host-specific USB setup commands 
depending on the peripheral descriptor 
specification

USB_stateChange() Starts CDC (Connected Device Configuration)  
operations when USB configurations are done 
by the host device

USB_transmitByte() Transmits a byte via USB

USB_transmitData() Transmits an array of data via USB

USB_callbackMapping() Maps a custom callback whenever an USB 
interrupt occurs

Function Description

UsbResetUtility_Init() Initializes the USB reset utility module

UsbResetUtility_UsbISRCallback() Used to trigger a USB receive interrupt from the 
application layer

UsbResetUtility_RegAppISR() Registers a custom USB interrupt

UsbResetUtility_DeInit() Deinitialises the USB reset utility module
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Table 4: USB configuration parameters 

Code 2 shows how to use the described struct parameters in USB_lineCoding_t to perform a manual 
initialization. 

Code 2: USB example configuration 

!  

Setting the USB connection parameters is required to perform a manual initialization. To get a basic 
understanding of the XDK architecture the default workbench parameters are used. For further information 
please refer to picture 4 in section 3.3 Explanation Workbench to XDK connection. Additionally, the USB 
clock is enabled, which will be used as time reference to send data to the host device or receive data from 
the host device. Then the functions USB_init() and XdkUsbResetUtility_Init() are executed.  

XdkUsbResetUtility_Init() initializes the USB utility, which is required to receive interrupts on the XDK of 
the XDK Workbench. For example to set the XDK into bootloader mode, or to flash an application. 

Note: There are more steps to be taken to get all workbench interrupts like reset or reboot of the XDK 
working. But code 2 demonstrates the most important default parameters for the connection. The USB 
functionality, including the working workbench interrupts, will be initialized by default when an application is 
flashed to the XDK. For more information about the workbench interrupts please refer to section 3.3. 

Struct Variable Description

Baudrate Sets a defined baudrate (short symbols per second) for  
the USB connection

dataBits Sets the amount of bits which will be sent via USB

charFormat Sets the amount of stop bits which will be integrated in 
the USB send data stream

parityType Sets the amount of parity bits which will be integrated in 
the USB send data stream

dummy Ensures that the send data stream size is a multiple of 4

usbRxCallback Sets a callback function to be triggered by incoming data 
via USB

/* em_cmu.h is the interface which provides setting of the USB clock */ 
#include "em_cmu.h"  

/* Place this code into appInitSystem() beneath (void) () */ 

USB_lineCoding_t USBinit = { 
    .Baudrate = 19200, 
    .dataBits = 8, 
    .charFormat = 0, 
    .parityType = 0, 
    .dummy = 0, 
    .usbRxCallback = NULL}; 

CMU_ClockEnable(cmuClock_USB,true); 
USB_init(&USBinit); 
XdkUsbResetUtility_Init();
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3.2 Introduction printf & scanf 
This section introduces how to send or receive data by using the standard library functions printf() and 
scanf(). Additionally, the particular implementation of these two functions in the XDK SDK is described. 

3.2.1 General C functionality 

This subsection introduces the functions printf() and scanf() which are available in the standard C library 
stdio.h. If you are already familiar with it you can skip this chapter and continue with the XDK 
implementation of both functions in the next subsection XDK implementation 3.2.2. 

printf() 
printf() is the most common function for serial output. printf() is shortly for print formatted. 
The function allows the transfer of an character string via the output stream to a command line or terminal. 
The function takes a string of characters and none, one, or multiple values that are cast to additional 
character string elements and displays them on the outgoing terminal or command line in a certain 
formatting. printf() is implemented by using the function putchar(). It sends one character to an output 
stream which is important for the XDK restrictions of printf() and will be further explained later on. 

scanf() 
scanf(), the counterpart to printf(), is the most common function for reading input and is short for scan 
formatted. The function reads a formatted character string from an input stream. This can be, similar to the 
printf() function, a terminal or command line. The function is based on a function that takes one input 
parameter at a time, like printf(). This function is called getchar(). As before, it is important to mention 
this with regard to the XDKs restrictions of scanf(). 

3.2.2 XDK implementation 

printf() and scanf() are implemented in the XDK SDK in a more elaborate way than the general C 
implementation to receive or send data. The previously mentioned functions putchar() and getchar() are 
therefore adjusted with conditions to check for \n and \r in the character strings to be sent or received. \n is 
the newline character which enforces following characters to be displayed in a new line. \r sets the write 
pointer on the first position the new line. Strings to be sent must end with \n\r. Otherwise the complete 
string will not be displayed in the XDK Workbench. 

Transmitting functionality 

XDK applications can send data to the host device via printf(). The function call works out of the box like 
the standard implementation of printf(). 

Code 3: Send data via printf to the XDK Workbench 

!  

The only thing which has to be done is to include the C library stdio.h. 

/* Place this include in system header files */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

/* Place the following code into appInitSystem() */ 

/* Delay because USB to workbench connection need to be established */ 
/* Note: This delay is only for demonstration purposes */ 
const TickType_t xDelay = 3000 / portTICK_PERIOD_MS; 
vTaskDelay( xDelay ); 

printf("Hello XDK Workbench \n\r");
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But this is only the most prominent possibility that the USB interface offers to send data from the XDK to a 
host device. Let’s take a more detailed look at the USB interface.  

The interface contains two additional functions which can send data to a host device via USB. Like 
printf(), no additional initialization has to be done, only the interface BCDS_USB.h has to be included. The  
function USB_transmitData() is used to send one array of any data type to the host device. Be aware that 
this may cause misinterpretation in the XDK Workbench console, depending on which data is sent. Also, 
unlike printf(), the data is not being converted to ASCII and therefore cannot be displayed by the XDK 
workbench console. This behavior will be explained in detail in chapter 3.4. 

Code 4: USB transmit data function 

!  

The function takes an array which stores the output data and the length of the corresponding array for 
transmission.  

Note: The same functionality can also be implemented manually by sending only one byte via USB. This is 
accomplished by using the USB_transmitByte() function which is provided by the USB API, too. This 
function takes one byte and sends it via USB. 

Code 5: USB_transmitData() custom implementation and analysis 

!  

As mentioned before, USB_transmitData() takes an array storing data and it’s respective content’s length 
for transmission. The function transmitData() in Code 5 is a custom implementation of Code 4 and shows 
how USB_transmitData() is implemented. USB_transmitByte() has the benefit of immediately sending 
only one byte, if required. Thus a transmitted data string will not be displayed in one line in the XDK 
workbench. For bigger data streams it is recommended to use USB_transmitData(), but a custom 
implementation can become necessary if special conditions (e.g. mixed data types, access on byte level, 
pre-formatting etc.) have to be met. 

Note: Data can be sent periodically by using an operating or timer task. The previously displayed code 
snippets contain no implementation for operating or timer tasks. For more information please refer to the 
FreeRTOS guide (xdk.io/guides). 

/* Place the following code into appInitSystem() */ 

char * content = "Hello XDK Workbench \n\r"; 
uint32_t contentlength = strlen(content); 

USB_transmitData((uint8_t*) content, contentlength);

/* Place the following code above appInitSystem() */ 

void transmitData(uint8_t *transmitBuffer, uint32_t count) { 
    for(uint32_t i = 0; i < count; i+=1){ 
        USB_transmitByte(transmitBuffer[i]); 
    } 
}

http://xdk.io/guides
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Receiving functionality 

In many cases it is needed to receive data on the XDK, for example to change settings. Unlike the sending 
functionality, receiving data requires the usage of interrupts. Using scanf() has a major implication to be 
aware of. scanf() actively waits for input and blocks other tasks running while doing so. However, in most 
cases an application should still be able to perform other tasks while listening for incoming data. This 
improvement can be achieved using interrupts. Interrupts are a mechanism to execute code when a specific 
event occurs. This also includes incoming workbench interrupts such as boot, reboot, reset or flashing a new 
application onto the device. 

To receive data via USB, it is necessary to implement a custom interrupt. A manual implementation of the 
workbench interrupts is not required. The workbench can send interrupts while the XDK is in bootloader or 
application mode. As XDK applications contain the interrupt table, a corrupted application also corrupts the 
USB connection to the workbench, but the device can be reset by manually forcing it into bootloader mode. 
Code 6 (see below) defines the variables needed to handle the incoming data interrupt. In this example, 
USB_ENABLE_FLAG and USB_DISABLE_FLAG are used to manage interrupt callback executions. 
USB_RECEIVE_BUFFER_LENGTH contains the length of the array which stores the incoming data.  

The interruptHandler is used to be set with the previously defined variables USB_ENABLE_FLAG and 
USB_DISABLE_FLAG. receivedData is used as a buffer to store the incoming data. 

Note: the use of USB_ENABLE_FLAG and USB_DISABLE_FLAG is not mandatory but recommended to avoid 
callback conflicts. 

Code 6: USB interrupt receive parameters 

!  

Note: It is recommended to add the code blocks 6 to 10 from the following chapters to the implementation 
file of XdkApplicationTemplate. This is required to establish a interrupt receiving functionality. 

The interface XdkUsbResetUtility.h provides the UsbResetUtility_RegAppISR() function which is used 
to add custom callback code triggered by data reception events. 

Code 7: USB interrupt registration 

!  

The implementation of USB_CallbackIsr() is shown in code 8.  

/* Place the following code into local variables */ 

#define USB_ENABLE_FLAG                UINT8_C(1) 
#define USB_DISABLE_FLAG               UINT8_C(0) 
#define USB_RECEIVE_BUFFER_LENGTH      UINT8_C(20) 

static volatile uint8_t interruptHandler = USB_ENABLE_FLAG; 
static char             receivedData[USB_RECEIVE_BUFFER_LENGTH];

/* Place the following code above appInitSystem() */ 

static void initReceiveDataISR(){ 
    UsbResetUtility_RegAppISR((UsbResetUtility_UsbAppCallback_T) 
USB_CallbackIsr); 
}
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Code 8: USB_CallbackIsr implementation and explanation 

!  

First, xHigherPriorityTaskWoken is declared and initialized and then used to prohibit other tasks from 
taking the interrupt’s priority. If interruptHandler was enabled, it is being disabled. Then, if the incoming data 
fits into the buffer, it is copied to the receivedData buffer. Finally, the function usbInterruptHandling() is 
called by xTimerPendFunctionCallFromISR() to proceed further with the incoming data. This is where 
custom callback code is executed. 

Note: USB_RECEIVE_BUFFER_LENGTH size has to be adjusted depending on the use case. If the buffer size is 
to small, the application will assert. 

Code 9: usbInterruptHandling implementation 

!  

The function usbInterruptHandling in code 9 is executed every time the application receives data via the 
USB connection. There is no limitation set on what code is actually executed within the function. It is 
recommended to use short code without any loops, because interrupts have the highest priority possible and 
therefore block all other timer or operating tasks for their duration. Code 9 shows how 
reSendIncomingData() (shown in code 10) is being called by usbInterruptHandling(). Afterwards 
interruptHandler is enabled again.  

/* Place the following code above initReceiveDataISR() */ 

extern void USB_CallbackIsr(uint8_t *usbRcvBuffer, uint16_t count){ 
    portBASE_TYPE xHigherPriorityTaskWoken = pdFALSE; 
    if (USB_ENABLE_FLAG == interruptHandler){ 
        interruptHandler = USB_DISABLE_FLAG; 

        if(USB_RECEIVE_BUFFER_LENGTH > count){ 
            memcpy(receivedData, usbRcvBuffer, count); 
            receivedData[count] = (char) 0; 
            /* add to timer queue*/ 
            if(xTimerPendFunctionCallFromISR(usbInterruptHandling, 
              NULL, count, &xHigherPriorityTaskWoken)==pdPASS){ 
              portYIELD_FROM_ISR(xHigherPriorityTaskWoken); 
            } 
            else{ 
                assert(0); 
            } 
       } 
   } 
}

/* Place the following code above USB_CallbackIsr() */ 

static void usbInterruptHandling(void *callBackParam1, uint32_t count){ 

    /* do something with receivedData and count */ 
    reSendIncomingData((uint8_t*)receivedData, count); 

    /* re-enable  the usb interrupt flag*/ 
    interruptHandler = USB_ENABLE_FLAG; 
}
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Code 10: reSendIncomingData implementation 

!  

reSendIncomingData() works as an example function which processes the incoming data. The received 
data is sent back to the USB application which sent the data in the first place plus two additional text strings. 
Note that this code snippet could also be implemented in usbInterruptHandling() to avoid another 
function call. 

To make the receiving interrupt work, initReceiveDataISR() needs to be included in appInitSystem() to 
enable application interrupts. After flashing the application, the XDK is able to receive data via USB. 

Code 11: call initReceiveDataISR() 

!  

Note: Receiving data is implemented by using interrupts, therefore no timer or operating task is required. 
Also note that the XDK Workbench is not able to directly sent keyboard input to the XDK. To do so it is 
recommend to use third party programs like Tera Term or Realterm. Like conventional terminals, these 
applications can send data via the USB COM port to the XDK.  

3.2.3 Restrictions 

As mentioned before, the convenient functions printf() and scanf() have to contain \n and \r. There are 
additional limitations to keep in mind. For example, the speed at which the USB connection is established is 
dependent on the hardware of the host device (e.g. SSD vs. conventional hard drive). This is relevant 
because the XDK is oblivious to the current state of the USB connection when sending data, meaning it 
sends whether the connection is completely established or not, potentially leading to data loss. Be aware of 
this fact when using printf() for debugging, since initial character strings may get lost in the establishing 
USB connection. 

/* Place the following code above usbInterruptHandling() */ 

static void reSendIncomingData(uint8_t *usbRcvBuffer, uint16_t count){ 
    char * outputText = "XDK received following data: "; 
    char * endingTag = "\n\r"; 
    uint32_t textLength = strlen(outputText); 
    uint32_t endingLength = strlen(endingTag); 

    USB_transmitData((uint8_t*)outputText, textLength); 
    USB_transmitData((uint8_t*)usbRcvBuffer, count); 
    USB_transmitData((uint8_t*)endingTag, endingLength); 
}

/* Place this line in appInitSystem */ 

initReceiveDataISR();
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3.3 Workbench to XDK connection 
The connection between XDK and XDK Workbench works as host / peripheral architecture as explained in 
section 1.1.1. In this case the XDK acts as a peripheral and the computer as a host. The XDK is therefore 
displayed as CDC ACM device. This is short for communication device class abstract control model. 
Essentially this means that the XDK emulates a serial port (so-called virtual serial port) over the USB 
connection. Data can be send via printf() over the virtual COM port to the XDK Workbench console. This 
virtual COM port also allows receiving and sending data from and to the XDK Workbench console by custom 
USB implementations. In both cases the XDK Workbench console is used to scan for and display incoming 
data which is received by the the virtual COM port. Furthermore the XDK has certain default configurations 
depending on the baudrate, stop bits, parity bits and so on.  

The following picture shows the default configuration of the XDK, accessible via the XDK Workbench 
preferences.  

Picture 4: XDK default configuration 

!  

This view can be accessed by using the following menu path: 

Window > Preferences > XDK 

Picture 4 shows the default configuration parameters which are set in the XDK workbench and are matching 
the configuration of the XDK (code 2). Every application that is flashed to the XDK contains a table of 
predefined events which can be triggered by workbench interrupts. They can put the XDK into bootloader 
mode or reboot the device independently if an application is flashed on the XDK. A workbench interrupt can 
be executed at any time independent of the currently flashed application status. 

Picture 5: Abstract Model of theXDK Workbench to XDK Interrupts/Application connection 

!  

Note: The Workbench interrupt commands work only if the flashed application does not corrupt the XDK in 
any manner. If the XDK is corrupted, it may be necessary to force the XDK into the bootloader mode 
manually. (compare section 1.2.6 in the Workbench first steps guide xdk.io/guides)  

XDK XDK Workbench

Application

Workbench Interrupts

http://xdk.io/guides
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3.4. USB as application interface 
This section introduces how USB can be used to send data to an endpoint application running on a USB 
host device. It is also possible to receive data from a custom USB application. This example will showcase 
how to send data (here: acceleration sensor data) to a host application. 

Picture 6: USB data transfer between XDK and USB Application 

!  

USB_transmitData() is used to send the data via USB to an endpoint USB application. Code 12 shows how  
sending sensor data can be implemented. 

Code 12: Example USB Sensor Application 

!  

Code 12 initializes and reads data from the accelerometer BMA280. Then an array with twelve elements is 
created. The array stores the complete sensor data of all three axis (x, y and z). Each axis is stored in four 
elements of the array. This is necessary because the data of every axis is stored as uint32_t, but 
USB_transmitData() can only send array elements with the data type uint8_t. To solve this two additional 
macros (code 13 and code 14) are used to transform the sensor data from uint32_t into uint8_t and store 
the data into the array. Code 13 shows how the data is transformed from uint32_t to uint8_t. 

XDK USB
Application

Sending Data

Receiving Data

#include "XdkSensorHandle.h" 

/* Place the following code into appInitSystem() */ 

/* Delay because USB to workbench connection need to be established */ 
/* Note: This delay is only for demonstration purposes */ 
const TickType_t xDelay = 3000 / portTICK_PERIOD_MS; 
vTaskDelay( xDelay ); 

/* Initialize accelerometer */ 
Accelerometer_init(xdkAccelerometers_BMA280_Handle); 
Accelerometer_XyzData_T accelData = {INT32_C(0), INT32_C(0), INT32_C(0)}; 
Accelerometer_readXyzGValue(xdkAccelerometers_BMA280_Handle, &accelData); 

/* USB send buffer */ 
uint32_t length = 12; 
uint8_t sensorData[length]; 

/* Copy sensor data to send buffer */ 
SWAP_32_MEMCPY_MACRO(&sensorData[3],accelData.xAxisData); 
SWAP_32_MEMCPY_MACRO(&sensorData[7],accelData.yAxisData); 
SWAP_32_MEMCPY_MACRO(&sensorData[11],accelData.zAxisData); 

USB_transmitData(sensorData,length);
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Code 13: Converting 32 bit data to 8 bit data 

!  

SWAP_32_MACRO() transforms the inserted data via bit shifting and ‘or’ operations from uint32_t into 
uint8_t.  

Note: SWAP_32_MACRO() transforms the data to accomplish sending it via USB. The data needs to be 
converted back at the endpoint USB application receiving the data. 

The mentioned macro SWAP_32_MACRO() is used in the second macro SWAP_32_MEMCPY_MACRO(). Code 14 
shows the implementation of SWAP_32_MEMCPY_MACRO(). 

Code 14: Storing the converted data 

!  

The macro takes a buffer address and the uint32_t data. First, the data is converted via SWAP_32_MACRO(), 
then the converted data is placed at the taken buffer address. Note that the data is not placed at a certain 
element of the buffer but at a corresponding buffer address which is why the given fourth array element 
needs to be put in the macro. This will result in that the data is placed at first four elements of the array. Code 
12 showcases how this is implemented. Also note that the data needs to include the information in which 
order the data is placed in the array or if data is sent from more than one sensor. 

All data in the previous code snippets 3, 4 and 5 were sent via printf() or as character string. The data 
was encoded as ASCII and can be interpreted by the XDK Workbench console. The following section 3.5 
demonstrates and explains what happens if the data sent is not encoded as ASCII. 

/* Place the following code to local functions */ 

#define SWAP_32_MACRO(x) \ 
     (uint32_t)((x & 0xff) << 24 | \ 
     (x & 0xff00) << 8 |          \ 
     (x & 0xff0000) >> 8 |.       \ 
     (x & 0xff000000) >> 24);

/* Place the following code to local functions */ 

#define SWAP_32_MEMCPY_MACRO(bufAddress,data) \ 
        {uint32_t _tmp = SWAP_32_MACRO(data);\ 
        memcpy(bufAddress, &_tmp, sizeof(_tmp));}
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3.5. printf() vs. USB API 
This section introduces how encoding in ASCII is realized and which limitations come with it. First, Code 15 
shows what happens if the data sent via USB is not sent as character string but as uint8_t. 

Code 14: Send dummy data via USB 

!  

The function takes an array of dummy data which includes elements in hex values. Then the array is sent via 
USB with by using USB_transmitData(). The output of the sent data in the XDK Workbench console is 
shown in Picture 7. 

Picture 7: XDK Workbench console output for raw data 

!  

The shown output is correct, because the XDK Workbench console is not able to interpret the data correctly. 
Further, the transmitted data is not encoded in ASCII. printf() uses ASCII as well to encode the outgoing 
data. 

The following picture shows how such an encoding into ASCII is realized and which limitations this implies.  

static void sendDataToUsbApplication(){ 

    uint8_t dummyData[] = {0x00, 0x01, 0x02, 0x02, 0x04, 0x01}; 
    uint32_t length = sizeof(dummyData)/sizeof(dummyData[0]); 

    USB_transmitData(dummyData, length); 
}
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Picture 8: Example encoding of raw data to ASCII 

!  

Every element in the data array is encoded with a matching hex code from the ASCII table. Furthermore, 
every element stored in the encoded character string is much larger than the raw data.  

Because of the additional data size and the particularly slow bit rate of USB, it is recommended to send the 
data as raw data in a custom format and perform conversions to other data types like JSON, XML, etc. at the 
endpoint application running on the USB host device receiving the data from the XDK.  

Note the encoding itself is also a limitation which requires attendance. As observed in Picture 8, raw data  is 
encoded to a certain hex code from the ASCII table. This requires additional decoding of the data at the 
endpoint application, otherwise the data cannot be used correctly. 

0 1 3 5 7 … n

0x30 0x31 0x033 0x35 0x037 … 0x..

Ascii coded 
data

Hex coded 
raw data
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